Nachman Phulwani Zimovcak (NPZ) Law Group, P.C., an immigration and nationality law firm, makes community service part of its mission every year. On an international level and through The Gabriel Project, NPZ helped to fund the building of a Health Care Center in the slums of Thane, near Mumbai, India. Every year during Thanksgiving week, lawyers David Nachman and Snehal Batra visit the slum to provide school supplies, medical supplies, and personal hygiene products. This year, the attorneys also contributed to Sundara, an organization which emphasizes the importance of hygiene, especially hand washing, to prevent the spread of disease. On a local level, the staff of NPZ rallied to collect an abundance of hats, scarves and gloves for children in need this winter. NPZ hosts seminars and provides legal consultations for congregants who seek financial and other assistance from a local church in New Jersey. NPZ believes that social action helps define the core values of its organization.